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1 - Eggman Returns!

Sonic:Amy get off! Please?
Amy: But sonic…one hug ? PLEASE…just one!
Sonic: Amy I really have to go…so just let go!
Amy: Come on Sonic just one ity bity hug?
Sonic: fine…

*Sonic hugs Amy and dashes off*

While Amywas on her way home thinking that Sonic would be her boyfriend soon, Creamdrops in

Cream: Hey Amy have you seen Cheese?
Amy: Umm let me think…No I haven’t why?
Cream: Oh I think he just got lost again.
Amy: Hey lets go look for him. Its not like I have anything better to do sinceSonic left.
Cream: Hey lets go pick up Tails as well!

At Tail’s workshop he’s busy fixing up his machines and inventing new things.

Cream: Tails!! Are you there?
Tails:Hey Cream, Hey Amy!
Amy: Hi, Tails u want to help me and Cream for a second?
Tails: Sure what can I do?
Cream: Oh well were just looking for Cheese…he got lost…again.
Tails: Ok *chuckles* lets go

Amy, Cream, and Tails were looking for Cheese in a dark ally way when…

Eggman: Well well , what do we have here?
Cream: Who…who’s there?

Amy, Cream, and Tails look up into the sky to find Eggman.

Amy: Oh no it’s Eggman! Tails go get Sonic!
Tails: Alright Amy.
Cream: Go away Eggman! Were just looking for Cheese.
Eggman: Haha, I actually came here to….
Amy: To what?!
Eggman: To do this!

*A giant robotic arm comes out of Eggmans ship and grabs Amy*

Amy: Let me go!!



Cream: Oh no! Tails! Sonic! Where are you guys!



2 - The Plan

Cream: Amy nooo! I have to go find Sonic!
 
Cream runs around town and finds Tails.

Cream: Tails! Amy got  taken away byEggman!
Tail: Oh no! And I still haven’t found Sonic yet!
Cream: What will we do?

And as soon as they said that a blue flash came running by
 
Tails and Cream: SONIC!!!
 
*Sonic stops and turns around*

Tail: Amy…she…
Cream: Got taken by Eggman!
Sonic: What? *sighs* Amy how do you get yourself in so much trouble?
Cream: I’m sorry…
Sonic: Why?
Cream: Because I asked her to help me find Cheese…speaking of which I didn’tfind him yet…oh well he
should be fine!
Tails: In any case we should go find the others.
Sonic: Yeah that’s a good idea.

Sonic, Tails, and Cream go off to look for Knuckles, Shadow, Rouge, and therest of the gang.

Sonic: We should probably go to Amy’s place first to get Nya.
Tails: You think that’s a good idea…I mean you know how Nya can get…
Cream: Well she is Amy’s little sister….AHHH can we stop wasting time!
Shadow: What’s the rush, I mean we’ve saved Amy like a million times before.
Rouge: Yeah and Eggman can never make any good robots, so saving Amy should bea piece of cake.
Knuckles: Can we just get going??
Sonic: Ok here’s the plan… me, Tails, and Cream will go get Nya and head to Eggman’splace, Shadow,
Knuckles, and Rouge you guys can go to Eggmans, but don’t attackand wait for us. So you guys got all
that?
Everyone: Yeah

So while Shadow, Knuckles and Rouge went to Eggmans, Sonic, Tails, and Creamwent back to Station
Square and went to Amy’s apartment.

Nya: Argh were is Amy…she’s always coming home soo late! If I didn’t knowbetter I bet she’s with
Sonic!



*CRASH*

Nya: SONIC! YOU BROKE DOWN THE DOOR YOU JERK!!
Sonic: We have no time to argue!
Tails: Amy got kidna….

Nya runs up to Tails and hugs him
Nya: Hi Tails!!
Tails: *blushes*uhhhh hi….
Sonic: TAILS!
Tails: Huh...oh right, Amy got kidnapped!
Nya:…AGAIN?!? UHHH how can Amy get kidnapped sooo many time!
*Nya keeps on complaining*
Tails: I told you we shouldn’t of gotten her!
Sonic: well it’s to late now, just grab her and lets go.
*Tails grabs Nya and heads out the door, Nya is still complaining, and Sonicis leading the way to
Eggmans*



3 - Arriving at Eggman's

Backat Eggman’s base

Shadow: Argh whats taking Sonic so long??
Knuckles: Maybe we should just attack Eggman’s robots to keep us busy?
Rouge: You heard Sonic, we don’t move till he comes, pluse attacking the robotswould set off some
alarm, and rescuing Amy would be evern harder. I say we justsit still for now.

*Shadow and Knuckles mumble to themselves about being bored*

Sonic: HEY GUYS!!
Knuckles: Hey its Sonic!
Shadow: About time they got here.
Rouge: *yawns* We can finally get going.

*Tails lands the plane they were riding in*

Sonic: Ok now that were here, we’ll attack, but that’s once we get inside. Wewant to try and sneak
inside so we don’t set off any traps that Eggman put.Also we’ll have an advantage because we can
sneak attack Eggman.
Shadow: You think we should bring those two? *looks at Cream and Nya*
Tails: I think that It would be safer if they stayed here
Nya: Oh no, Don’t worry about me, but maybe Cream should stay here!
Cream: ME? Maybe we should leave Nya here to keep watch or something!
*Creamand Nya stare evilly at each other*
 
Rouge:Ok you kiddies can stop fighting now…OR were going to leave both of you behind.
Sonic: Actually we’ll leave them both here.
Cream: No I can’t stay here…not with…her at least..
Nya: Tails… can I please go with you?
Tails: I’m sorry, Sonic says you can’t go.
Sonic: We should hurry up and leave
Shadow: yeah we’ve wasted a lot of time
Knuckles: Finally we get some action around here
Rouge: See you kiddies later!

Every one leaves Nya and Cream alone to wait for them to come back

Cream: …Hey Nya, Do you like Tails?
Nya: Ummm me? Hehe..why do you ask?
Cream: Oh just wondering because you seem to be getting close him
Nya: Why does it matter to you if I like him or not?
Cream: Well I like Tails….



Nya: YOU like tails?!?
Cream: HA! So you do like Tails, you know what this means right?
Nya: Right, now were enemies.

*Cream and Nya stare in opposite direction waiting for Sonic and the rest ofthe gang*

In Eggman’s  dungeon/jail/cell typeplace

Amy: Oh Sonic, where are you, your usually here by now *sigh*
Eggman: Oh be quite, your Sonic is on his way, he’s on the screen right now *pointsto security
monitor*
Amy: Ha your beat again Eggman!
Eggman: We’ll  see about that….



4 - Inside the Base

Sonic:Man are we lost!
Rouge: We’ve been walking around for hours.
Shadow: Even I’M getting tired!
Knuckles: Argh will we ever find Eggman???
Tails: This place is like a giant maze!
Shadow: Maybe we should try breaking the walls.
Sonic: I think that’s our only choice.

*Sonic and Shadow start breaking through walls*

BEEP BEEP INTRUDER ALERT, ALL ROBOTS ATTACK

Rouge: Crap…we set off some stupid alarm.
Shadow: Oh come on how tough could they be?
Tails: We can take them!
Sonic: Watch out! Here they come!

*After fighting for what seems like hours, Sonic and everyone proceed tolook for Eggman*

Sonic: Wow those robots actually took a lot out of me.
Shadow: Yeah same here.
Knuckles: Looks like Eggman finally upgraded his robots.
Rouge :Ooook maybe this won’t be easy as I thought it would be.
Sonic: We should probably stick to not breaking any more walls unless we wantto go through that again.
Tails: We should hurry up and find Eggman.
Rouge: Yeah that would be a smart idea.

Back at Eggman’s dungeon/jail/ cell type thing

Amy: Woohoo! Sonic beat your little Robots!
Eggman: Hehe that was just the beginning
Amy: Uh huh, you just saying that.
Eggman: Oh that reminds me! I have a little friend you might want o meet.
Amy: YOU have friends? Hah don’t make me laugh!

*Eggman clicks a button that brings forth another cage but it has Tikal init*

Amy: TIKAL!!
Eggman: HAHAHA
Amy: What did you do to her! You better of not hurt her!
Eggman: Don’t worry, she’ll be leaving soon….hehe…
Amy: What do you mean “ leaving soon”



Eggman: You’ll see, you will see very soon…

Back to Sonic and Gang

Sonic: Uhh I think were lost…still.
Tails: Were never going to get out of here, are we?
Rouge: Tails don’t you have some GPS locater or something useful?
Tails: A GPS! Why didn’t I think of that!
Knuckles: Great we could of saved like 2 hours of walking.
Sonic: Woohoo! Were almost to Eggman.
Tails: *plays with his GPS for awhile*
Shadow: Come on Tails we don’t have all day!!
Tails: There! See were here *points to map* and Eggmans here *pointsto map again*
Sonic: So all we have to do it go left twice and then make a right and gostraight, got it!

In front of Eggman’s dungeon/jail/ cell type thing

Sonic: were here!
Tails: Everyone ready?
Knuckles: Lets get going!
???: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!
Sonic: Who was that??
Shadow: It didn’t sound like Amy.
Tails: Or Nya.
Rouge: Or Cream
Sonic: Were we hearing things?
Shadow: maybe…
Rouge: Well lets see, were all here, and it wasn’t Amy, Cream, or Nya, so whoelse could it be? And I’m
sure it wasn’t Big *chuckles*.
Knuckles:…….
Sonic: Knuckles you okay?
Knuckles: TIKAL!



5 - A life saved but a life lost

Sonic:What are you talking about Knuckles?
Knuckles:THAT WAS TIKAL!!
Tails: Are you sure?
Knuckles: Yeah…ohhh I’m going to kill Eggman if he hurt her!
* Everyonerushes inside to find Eggman laughing his head off, Amy crying, and Tikalslowly
dying*

Knuckles: EGGMAN YOU LITTLE…
Sonic: Knuckles cool it.
Amy: So…Sonic...Eggman ki...killed Tikal!
Eggman: Haha you better not attack or you precious girlfriend is next Sonic.
Sonic: Eggman…you have no idea what your in for
Knuckles: Sonic let me handle him!
Sonic: No you guys get Amy and get out of here.
Shadow: And I thought I was going to have some fun..
Rouge: This is not the time for sarcasm. 

*Rouge grabs Amy and breaks through the ceiling*

Rouge: See you later Sonic!
Amy: Good luck Sonic! *Blows an air kiss*
Tails:I know you can beat Eggman!
Knuckles: I don’t want to leave but , you better beat Eggman for me!
Shadow: See you

Back at the surface of the base

Rouge: Cream, Nya were leaving!
Cream: Finally!
Nya: Hi tails! *Clings on to Tails’ arm*
Tails: Hey Nya.
Cream: Where Mr.Sonic?
Shadow: Oh hes fighting Eggman.
Knuckles:We’ll come back after dropping Amy and you guys off.
*Shadow,Knuckles, Rouge, Tails, Cream, and Nya fly back to Station Square*
 
Backat Eggman’s

Sonic: I’ve defeated all your robots Eggman, is that all you got?
Eggman: I’ve hardly started, pluse I’m not going to kill you, not now at least…
Sonic: Ha like you can kill me!
Eggman: Sonic, I would like you to meet your counterpart.



Sonic: Counterpart? You don’t mean Shadow do you?
Eggman:No, he betrayed me, this counterpart is a machine created by me. Meet Sonic-E.
Sonic: Sonic-E? Wow how lame of a name could you give a robot?
Eggman:Hehe you will see the full extent of his power

*Eggman pushes some buttons and Sonic-E grabs Sonic so he can’t move*

Sonic: Got to hand it to you Eggman, he’s pretty tough.
Eggman: Say “Ahhhh”
Sonic: Ummm Eggman, are you a dentist all of a sudden?
Eggman:Just say “Ahh”
Sonic: Fine, Ahhh

*Eggman throws a tiny capsule in Sonics mouth*

Sonic: *Cough Cough* WHAT DID YOU MAKE ME EAT!?!?
Eggman: Oh nothing..
Sonic: I BET IT WAS POISON!!
Eggman: No it was not, besides killing you by poison wouldn’t be fun!
Sonic: then what was it?
Eggman: Oh just an Immobilizer,  Yourbody will go numb so you can’t move.
Sonic: And what is the point of making me all numb.
Eggman: You will see Sonic. You will see soon enough.

Back at Station Square, In Amy’s apartment.

Amy: Oh I wonder what’s taking Sonic so long
Tail: He should be fine!
Nya: Yeah Sonic beat Eggman way to many times to count!
Knuckles: He better beat Eggman!
Rouge: Don’t worry if he takes to long we’ll go back and see what’s up.
Amy:Yeah you guys are right! Sonic is just fine!

*CRASH*
 
Amy:What was that?!?
Shadow: It sounds like it came from out side you window.
Tails: Maybe its Sonic!
 
*Everyone’slooking outside Amy’s window*
Eggman:HAHA Sonic time for you to die!
Amy: NOOOOOOOOOO SONIC!
Eggman: MWHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHAHA!!!



6 - Eggman's Accomplice

WEEEEEE new person to add to my StoRy! Trent! Yay! Ohhhyeah he belongs to Impreza001! And
another person too! Maria (MariaTheFox)

Eggman: Mwhahahahahaha!
 
*Amy and everyone run down a flight a stairs and runsoutside*
 
Knuckles: What did you do to Sonic?!
Rouge: Why is Sonic just lying there?
Eggman: Hehe…he took a pill and now he can’t move! Isn’tthis great? My LIFE long dream is finally
coming true! Only one more thingwould make me happy! The death of the rest of you annoying animals.
And this ismy partner comes in! I would love to introduce….Trent!
Shadow: Why does Trent remind me of a tree?
Trent: You don’t want to piss me off, unless of course, you’retough enough.
Shadow: GRRRR…!!
 
While Trent and Shadow continue to argue, Amy sneaks overto Sonic without Eggman noticing her
 
Amy:  So...Sonic…whatdid Eggman do to you?
Sonic: Don’t worry, I’m not really hurt, I think Eggmangoing to be a little confused soon.
 
*Sonic stands up and picks Amy up*
 
Eggman: HOW…HOW CAN YOU MOVE?
Sonic: I don’t know, I was able to move like a few hoursago
Eggman: *slaps head* What color pill did I giveyou??
Sonic: Uhhh, green I think, why?
Eggman: *starts cursing really loudly* AHHHH I GAVE YOU THE PROTOTYPE??I WAS SUPPOSED
TO GIVE YOU THE RED PILL!!! NOOO MY DREAM HAS BEEN RUINED, BYYOU *points at Sonic*
Sonic: Hey you were dumb enough to give the wrong pill inthe first place.
Eggman: Well it doesn’t matter any more, TRENT!  I order you to kill Sonic! Once that is done,you can
do whatever you want to his friends.
Trent: Finally, I get to have some fun *walks over toSonic*
Shadow: HEY COME BACK HERE! I’M NOT DONE WITH YOU YET!
Amy: Oh be quite!
 
*Sonic puts Amy down and walks closer to Trent*
*Amy walks over to Cream and Maria*
 
Cream: You think Sonic will beat him?
Maria: I think he will!
Amy: He always beats his enemies!



Tails: I hope he’s going to be ok!
Shadow:He stole my kill….
Rouge:Stop complaining, if Sonic loses, then you can have him
Knuckles:Rouge! Don’t say things like that!!
 
Sonic:You ready
Trent:Anytime
 
*Trentstarts running around Sonic so Trent looks like a blur*
Sonic:Your pretty fast, but lets see if you as fast as me!
Trent:Oh, I know I’m faster than you
*Sonicruns down a highway and into a city, While Trent is close behind*
Sonic:Not bad
Trent:Hehe….
*Trenttakes out his weapons and hits Sonic into the side of a wall*
Sonic:Hey that was cheap!!
Trent:All is fare in love and war!
*Sonicand Trent start speeding off, They run and run until the reach a wall and runstraight up the
wall and onto the rooftop of a skyscraper*
 
Sonic:*looks around* 0.0, there’s water right on the other side of use
Trent:So you’re scared of water eh?
Sonic:I never said I ways!!
Trent:Sureeee……
*Sonicgets mad and rushes right into Trent and curls up into a ball and hits Trent*
*Trentalmost falls off the edge of the roof, but then he gets back up and hits Sonicright off the
edge and in to a pool*
 
Sonic:Ahhhhh *splash*
Trent:Haha I see, so you can’t swim, looks like I’m done here!
 
*Everyonehapped to be following Trent and Sonic the whole time and Amy jumps into thepool to
save Sonic*
 
Sonic:*gasps for air* Thanks Amy *cough* you should leave this to menow!
Amy:Good luck!
 
*Mariaruns up and blocks Amy and Sonic from Trent*
 
Trent:Get out of my way girl!
Maria:No, you’ve done enough! Now leave!
Trent:*smirk on face* So you think your tough eh?   *hits Maria acrossface*
 
*Mariafalls down to the side*
 
Maria:Your not very nice!
Amy:Maria are you okay?



Maria:Yeah I should be fine
 
*Amywalks up to Trent*
 
Amy:What you did wasn’t very nice!!
Trent:You think I CARE?
Amy:Ohhh you’re so inconsiderate!
Trent:Not listening
 
*Trentpulls out a gun*
Trent:I don’t like using guns, but for you, I think I’ll use one
Amy:No…you...you wouldn’t…right?
Trent:Hehehe…
 
Amyjust stood there with the look of fear in her eyes, time seemed to stop,Everything was becoming
dark. Amy saw her life flash before her; she then realizedthat Sonic never liked her. So Amy closed her
eyes and waited for the triggerto be pulled.
 



7 - The Final Battle?

YAY! More people to join the story! Introducing Sledge (ANIMATIONmaster)and Sora (StarrySkyFox).
 
 
Sonic:Amy, What the heck do you think your doing?? Don’t just stand there!! MOVE OUTOF THE
WAY!!!
Amy:Sonic?
 
*Sonicgets up and picks up Amy and puts her to the side*
 
Amy:Sonic, you care!
Sonic:No REALLY?! Jees Amy your blind! Of course I care about you.
Amy:Oh sonic, I love you! *hugs Sonic*
 
*Sledgeand Sora walk towards everyone*
 
Knuckles:Hey looks its Sledge!
Cream:And Sora!
Sledge:Uh what’s happening here?
Sora:Yeah what is happening?
Shadow:Well lets see, Amy got kidnapped, we saved her, Trent came and is fightingSonic, Trent hit
Maria and almost killed Amy. Yeah that’s pretty much it.
Sledge:Does he have no pride? He hit Maria and almost killed Amy! I must kill him!
Sora:Uh huh…I wonder how we missed all this…
Rouge:Don’t look now but Sonic and Trent are fighting again
Sledge:Sonic I shall help you!
Sonic:No that’s ok I can handle this fight
 
*Sonicand Trent start fighting again*
 
Rouge:You can barley see what their doing
Knuckles:Yeah they’re really fast
Cream:At least you can see what there doing; all I see is a blur
Shadow:Hmph, I wanted to fight Trent, But NOOO Sonic had to steal my kill, again T.T
Nya:Oh stop complaining!
 
Sonic:You’re pretty good
Trent:Well I don’t intend to lose to you
Sonic:Well you going to be pretty disappointed
Trent:Hmph we’ll see about that
 
Amy:Ahhhh…they’re moving to fast!
Cream:Does anybody know who’s winning?



Knuckles: Uhhhh….
Sora:I would say Sonic probably is winning…I think….
 
*Trenttakes out his weapon*
Sonic:Can’t fight without your little toys eh?
Trent:No, I thought I would end this fight sooner; you’re getting to be a bit of apest
Sonic:I don’t want to h ear your excuses
Trent:GRRR there not EXCUSES!
Sonic:EXCUSES EXCUSES EXCUSES!!!
Trent:GRRRRRRRRRRR!!!! TAKE THIS!
Sonic:AHHH!
 
Amy:NOOO!
Rouge:No way…
Knuckles:SONIC …..!!
Shadow:…
 
 
(Hehesorry I haven’t written anything awhile, I was lazy, so this might be kindashort!)
 
 
 
 
 
 



8 - Is he dead? Maybe, maybe not...

Uhh sooo exactly where did we leave off? OH YEAH! Lol sorry Ihaven’t written in awhile, summer
school and homework…DAMN YOU HONORS CLASSES! Ahem…sorrybout that!
 
Maria: Trent why are you doing this *Tears swell up ineyes*
Trent: Be quite you fool, I’m so close to killing Sonic!
Maria: Trent! This isn’t like you!! STOP! *runs over toTrent*
 
Maria ends up pushing Trent onto the ground, and everybodyelse is just watching
 
Trent: Ahh! Get of me!
Maria: No whats wrong with you!!! *starts crying*
Trent: *struggling to get free*
Maria: sniff sniff… Trent stopped moving…
 
A few minutes later Trent wakes up
 
Trent: Owww…my head hurts…Hey why is everybody staring atme?
Everyone: WHAT DO YOU MEAN “Why”, U WERE ATTACKING SONIC!
Trent: Hmm…i don’t remember that happing…I’m so confused
Rouge: are you saying you don’t remember anything???
Trent: Yeah all I remember is that i was sleeping, and then Isaw some weird light, and now I’m here..
Knuckles: Hmm you think Trents lying?
Maria: I don’t think so, looks what I found!
Tails: That looks like a Hypnotizer ( is that even a word?)
Everyone: *Gasp*
Trent: OMG! I wonder who put this on me..
Everyone: Duh…Eggman!
Shadow: Speaking of Eggman where did he go…
Cream: That’s a guess question…
Sledge: Ahh! There he is! Hes getting away!
Sora: You guess stay here and look after Sonic, Me andSledge can go handle Eggman
 
So Sora and Sledge went off to go kill Eggman, A few minuteslater they come back with Eggman who’s
all beaten up and stuffs.
 
Everyone: Yay good job!
Sora and Sledge: Thank you, Thank you!
 
~~~~~ Mwhaha, now you guys have a choice on how the storyends! You can choose Ending 1 or
Ending 2!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
 
ENDING 1



 
Amy: Guys I think Sonic needs help
Everyone: Oh yeah!
 
Everyone crowds around Sonic and Amy
 
Amy: *Crying*
Sonic: *cough cough* Don’t cry Amy, I’ll be alright
Knuckles: In any case lets get him to the hospital.
 
In the Hospital…
 
*Doctor walks out*
Amy:*runs up to doctor* Is Sonic going to be alright
Doctor: About that….He…*looks away with a sad face*
Amy: No...Sonic…*starts crying*
Doctor: HAHA! Just kidding he’s alruight!
Amy: *pulls out hammer* Don’t you EVER trick meagain! *hits doctor in the head with her hammer*
Rouge: Uhh Amy…maybe you shouldn’t of done that
Amy: Well it was his fault anyways *pouts*
 
Sonic walks through the door
 
Amy: Sonic! *hugs Sonic*
Sonic: *sigh* Hey Amy.
Knuckles: Looks like everything is back to normal eh?
Tails: Oh! Lets go get some ice cream!
Cream: Yeah icecream!
 
And so everything was normal again
EXTRA****
Amy: The title of the story kinda doesn’t fit the story eh? Imean in a tragedy some one is supposed to
die or something right?
Rouge: well did you want sonic to die>?
Amy: not really, but still..
Me: Stop arguing about the story, if you didn’t like thisending read Ending 2!!
THE END
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
 
Ending 2
 
*Eggman takes out a gun and shoots Sonic*
Everyone: *Gasp*
Eggman: Haha my life long dream is accomplished
Amy: Nooo Sonic!
Amy: *holds Sonic in her arms* no Sonic please don’tdie



Sonic: *picks a nearby dandelion* here Amy, for you
Amy:  sniff sniff aDandelion?
Sonic: Yeah, in flower language it means “ Until we meetagain”
 
And with that Sonic stopped breathing and died
 
Amy: Until we meet again…Noooo! Sonic Come back!!!
 
Everyone: What happened we were busy killing Eggman
Amy: Sonic died* starts crying hysterically*
Everyone: Oh no…
 
The Next Day, Amy is visiting Sonics grave
 
Amy: *shocked face* Trent?
Trent: I’m sorry…I didn’t mean to…
Amy: Its ok, its not your fault….
Trent: Umm...i should be leaving, bye Amy
Amy: Yeah…bye
 
Amy is looking at Sonic grave about to cry
 
Amy: Uh hey Sonic…*whispers to herself* Hehe… I feel sillytalking to someone who’s dead…
Amy: Well in any case I came to bring you something
 
*Amy places a bouquet of dandelion on Sonic’s grave*
 
Amy: Until we meet again Sonic….Until we meet again
 
And with that, Amy leaves Sonics grave and starts headinghome
EXTRA***
Amy: WAHHH! That’s so sad! I like Ending 1 better!
Rouge: Agh, your complaining again!
Amy: but but but…Sonic died!!
Knuckles: *Hits amy in the head*
Knuckles: ahh much better!
Rouge: lol!
Me: Ugh…whatever…
THE END!
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